The article presents the experience in describing inter-historical communication 
readers. As H.R. Jauss notes if the reader wants to enter a dialogue with the literary tradition, he should "get in the game as an interpreter" (Jauss, 1944, 98) . In order to understand the literature of absurd, it is necessary to consider it as part of the historical context in which it developed.
1937 went down in history of Russia as the year of "Stalin's repressions". "Blue Notebook No.
10" by Kharms describes the average person of that era: he did not see anything (he had no eyes), did not hear anything (he had no ears), besides, he could not speak and breathe as well (did not have a mouth and a nose). He could not change anything (he had no hands). It is noteworthy that the hero of the story did not have "a stomach" as a symbol of life (D'iachenko, 1899, 184) .
In March of the same year D. Kharms wrote the poem "Out of a House Walked a Man…". The authorities accepted the text as an allusion to the events happening around, though, according to M. Malich, the poem was only the artist's desire to escape from what was going on (Kobrin, 2008, 381) . After the publication of the text the author was no longer published.
The texts of the "Blue Notebook No. 10" are united by the theme of "deprivation". The hero is gradually amputated parts of the body, he ceases to exist. The character of the poem "Out of a House Walked a Man …" "did not sleep, did not drink, did not drink, did not sleep, did not sleep, did not drink, did not eat," and finally, "One day at dawn, he went into the dark forest. And since then, and since then, and since then has disappeared " (Kobrin, 2008, 381) . Based on the words of M. Malich, the texts can be seen not only as works of art, but also as a personal record of the author, a reflection of his thoughts, as saying that he wanted to convey to future readers.
Historical Miniatures
This group consists of three miniatures, the first of which, "Pushkin and Gogol," was written in 1934. In his diaries Kharms wrote:
"If we discard the old, whom I can not judge, there will be only five true geniuses, and two of them will be Russians. These five geniusespoets are Dante, Shakespeare, Goethe, Pushkin and Gogol" (Kharms, 1991, 118) . However, according to A.A. Kobrinskii, "Kharms could not put up with pathos and talks about greatness" (Kobrinskii, 2008, 375) . Like other characters from the collection "Incidents", the poet Pushkin and the writer Gogol, the miniature heroes, are caricatures of people. Their images are deprived of historical features. The heroes are endowed with "conventional" names that could have been, for example, "Vasia" and "Kolia", rather than "Pushkin" and "Gogol". The choice of names contains a jest about society created a cult of Russian writers (Kovtun, 2014, 69- at the unconventional use of the known genre <...> one this letter at once, and in its own way, lights ridiculous cases "of Pushkin's life" and prepares the reader to the fact that they are not jokes, but something like them" (Glotser, 1993, 241 (Lekmanov, 2000) . S. Gorbushkin and E. Obukhov were convinced that "these stories are not reduced to a literal parody of officialdom" but are designed to destroy the Veresaev's myth about Pushkin-idiot (Gorbushkin, Obukhov, 2013) .
In 1939 for the same reason of excessive pathos (namely, the appearance of the opera by M. Glinka "Life for the Tsar" in 1936) Kharms creates a miniature "A historical episode," which ridicules the image of the "historical" character of Ivan Susanin. The writer twice repeats the phrase "a historical person who put his life for the Tsar, and was later sung by the opera of Glinka" (Kharms, 2000, 352) . A mention of historical figures in the collection can be considered as another manifestation of the author's personality, demonstration of the attitude to society through the prism of this society's idols.
"Children's" miniatures
Kharms is best known as a children's writer, but it is assumed that he did not like children. The article "The Kharms Case, or Optical Illusion" by A. Zlobina cites the following words of the writer about children to prove this assertion: "I know that ... they must be annihilated. For this, I would dig a pit in the city center and throw children there.
And so that the pit will not give off the stench of decomposition, it could be filled with lime every week" (Zlobin, 1999) . Three miniatures of the collection ("Incidents", "A Sonnet" and "The Start of a Very Nice Summer's Day") demonstrate the motive of child abuse.
In "Incidents", written in 1936, "the children of Spiridonov drowned in the pond" (Kharms, 2000, 330) , in "A Sonnet" the heroes "could have debated for a long time, but fortunately some kid there fell off the bench and broke both of his jaws" (Sazhin, 2000, 332) . In the twenty-ninth work of the collection "The Start of a Very Nice Summer's Day," "a long-nosed woman beat her child with a trough, while a young and plump mother rubbed a pretty girl's face against a brick wall" (Sazhin, 2000, 358-359) . The repeat of the motive of child abuse is a purposeful communicative act that must break the stereotype that the work of the author is basically aimed at children's audience, but in the end, the given examples can shock a person unfamiliar with the elements of Kharms' personal life, as well as cause outrage; the reader's expectation will not be satisfied, and therefore communication will not reach its goal, because for most people Kharms is a children's writer.
"Oneiric" miniatures
The motive of sleep occurs in four works of Kharms: "A Case with Petrakov", "The Dream", "Losses", "Sleep Teases a Man"; it is one of the most common (Sazhin, 1999, 9) . F.V. Kuvshinov and E.N. Ostroukhova say that "Dream and reality in Kharms's works are two kinds of existence, but in fact, they do not differ from each other.
The reality in his works is based on the logic of a dream, so it is often impossible to set the boundary between them accurately" (Kuvshinov, Ostroukhova, 2003) . The sleep in the analyzed works can be seen as an attempt to escape from the "unreal reality", from the occurring events.
Three of the four characters fell asleep after a long torment: Kalugin, Petrakov and Markov, and the theme of deprivation is related to them. It is closely intertwined with the narrative canvas, which means, in order to "escape", the hero is obliged to experience suffering in the art "reality" "Petrakov tosses from side to side and can not sleep at all" (Sazhin, 2000, 336) . On August 22, 1936 Kharms wrote a miniature "The Dream", whose hero fell asleep, i.e. ran away from the reality, which is indicated in the story "Losses", "slept for four days and four nights together, and on the fifth day woke up so skinny that had to tie his boots to feet with a rope," and further: "In the bakery where Kalugin had always bought wheat bread, they did not recognize him and sold him half-black bread" (Sazhin, 2000, 338) . The hero returns to the outside world, where he again suffered privations, which as a result end with the situation in which "Kalugin was folded in half and thrown as rubbish" (Sazhin, 2000, 338) . (Sazhin, 2000, 350) . The hero can not sleep, despite all efforts. Once again after "sleep instantly disappeared", the character "in a rage, bareheaded and without an overcoat, rushed towards the Tauride Garden" (Sazhin, 2000, 350) .
It is noteworthy that the author sends the hero to the garden, which in its main value embodies the image of the paradise, separated from the "sinful", unfriendly world. Thus the texts, which are originally perceived as absurd and disparate, after a careful consideration appear to be the message addressed to modern readers by the author. Before us is a single text. (Sazhin, 2000, 348) . This text can be called an ending of a single story about the fighting, the final of which is the work "Mashkin killed Koshkin", written in the period of 1936-1938. Chronologically, the text continues one another, for the names of heroes, devoid of substantial pathos, are irrelevant. Once again we obtain a single text composed of multiple miniatures.
Miniatures of violence

Miniatures of death
We can highlight the third text, composed of In 1934, the miniature "The Hunters" was written, in which "six people went hunting, and only four returned". The key phrase of the miniature is the words "you, brother, do not worry, we will choke you to death now" (Sazhin, 2000, 350-352) . The third work, finalizing the introduction of the general text, is the miniature "Lynch Law", whose characters are a certain Petrov, a man from the government, the crowd and "a man of medium growth", dared to ask Petrov questions and in the end killed by the hands of the crowd for being too proactive. In the image of "a man of medium growth" we can identify a portrait of the people who did not agree with the new political system and were not afraid to talk about it. The common theme of "the beginning of persecution" can combine those texts. Then goes a peripheral miniature "Incidents" written on August 22, 1936, which describes the "accidental" deaths of both individuals and the whole family. The accumulation of many deaths is an allusion to historical events, when in the course of repressions without charge or trial, the government eliminated the whole families.
In the miniature "The Dream" the motive of fear appears. In the book "Path of the Upright" a rabbi M.Сh. Luzzatto said that in Russia, "the fear was imposed by the state <...> pressed on the personality, disfigured it <...> pulled down; it did not improve the individual but caused its degradation" (Kurganov, 2005, 42) . The hero of the miniatures constantly dreams about "a policeman", the dream holds the hero hard, exhausts him and in the end his fear is justified, "Sanitary Commission found him unsanitary and worthless, and ordered HLCS to throw Kalugin together with litter" (Sazhin, 2000, 338) . Comrade Mashkin" (Sazhin, 2000, 349) . The last text both in a chronological and a thematic order is the work "Pakin and Rakukin" which clearly shows the attempt of one person to "change" the other. The finale is filled with imperatives: "do not yap", "do not blink", "sit up straight", and as a result "Rakukin died" of the constant oppression and the lack of freedom (Sazhin, 2000, 360) .
Thus, the analyzed collection is not a free set of separate, unrelated "cases", but is "a coded story" of the author about his experiences and observations. That is how an attempt to express a personal attitude to current issues and themes to completely illogical and strange games" (Kobrinskii, 2008, 397 ). Kharms's addiction to code records was noted by A.T. Nikitaev, who restored the cryptographic alphabet invented by the poet (Shatov, 2011, 438) . Mystifying the reader, creating "coded" texts, Kharms passed the message, in which he reflected the strange and terrible signs of modernity, on to future generations.
